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Annotation. The subject of this research is the English language terms in literary studies at
the present stage of language development. The object of this research is the peculiarities of the
terminology models in literary studies. It is examined the complex terms of literary studies, giving
special attention to the productive models and their functional orientation, as well as characteristic
trends of evolution of compositology of the modern English language.
Key words: literary studies, model, terminological system, term, word formation.
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Аннотачия. Предметом исследования являются термины английского языка в
литературоведении на современном этапе развития языка. Объектом исследования
являются особенности терминологишеских моделей в литературоведении. Рассмотрены
комплексные термины литературоведения, особое внимание уделено продуктивным
моделям и их функчиональной направленности, а также характерным тенденчиям
эволючии композитологии современного английского языка.
Клюшевые слова: литературоведение, модель, терминологишеская система, термин,
словообразование.
INGLIZ TILIDAGI ADABIY TANQID TERMINOLOGIYASI TAHLILI
Xodjakulova Feruza Rustamovna
O'zbekiston xalqaro islom akademiyasi
Katta o'qituvchi
Tel: +998911642157, e-mail: feruzabonukhodjakulova@gmail.com
Annotatsiya. Ushbu tadqiqotning subyekti tilni rivojlantirishning hozirgi bosqichida
adabiyotshunoslikda ingliz tili atamalari bo’lib, uning obyekti - adabiyotshunoslikdagi terminologik
modellarning o'ziga xos xususiyatlari. Bunda adabiyotshunoslikning murakkab terminlari
o'rganilib, unumli modellar va ularning funksional yo'nalishlari hamda zamonaviy ingliz tili
kompozitologiyasi evolyutsiyasining o'ziga xos yo'nalishlari alohida ko’rib chiqiladi.
Kalit so'zlar: adabiyotshunoslik, model, terminologik tizim, atama, so'z yasalishi.
Technical and scientific terminology, which represents a significant part of the
vocabulary of the national language, is a particularly interesting area of vocabulary and,
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moreover, an essential component of politics, economics, culture and all types of
professional activity. The end of the XX and the beginning of the XXI century is
characterized by a new stage of scientific and technological progress, which was called the
information revolution and information explosion, therefore the problem of the term and
terminology is becoming one of the leading in linguistics. Researchers emphasize that
science at the turn of the XX and XXI centuries acquires the status of the most effective and
dynamic toolkit of human activity. And, since concepts are expressed in the language with
the help and by means of terms, the priority should be considered a systemic study of the
problems of appearance, evolution, modification, assimilation and modeling of scientific
knowledge at the level of terminological spaces, such as system, field, space [11]. It should
be noted that the most noticeable terminological explosion in the field of natural science
terms of functioning. The focus of linguists is on the problems of the prospects for the
development
of terminology; problems
of terminology
of common
vocabulary,
normalization of terminological system. There is also a large number of works devoted to
the study of terminological subsystems, in particular, railway transport; mining
terms; aviation terminology; professional vocabulary of literary criticism; ornithological
vocabulary; legal terminology; terminology for the production of artificial cold; terminology
of land law; phytonymic vocabulary and others. A review of linguistic works in this field
confirms the thesis that the problem of the term and terminology, structure, semantics and
functioning of terms in different terminological systems and in different languages at this
stage is one of the leading and relevant in linguistics. The purpose of this article is due to
the need to analyze the structural features of units of individual terminological systems, in
particular, the terminology of literary criticism in English at the present stage, which have
not previously been studied in linguistic and functional aspects. To achieve this goal, it is
necessary to solve the following tasks: to identify and describe the models, as well as
literary terms in English. Basic research methods: 1) method of continuous
sampling; quantitative analysis techniques for obtaining quantitative characteristics of
terms and their selection for research; word-formation analysis to establish the features of
the derivation process; distributive analysis to identify the functioning of units in scientific
texts on selected issues. The factual material of our research consists of literary terms in
English. It should be noted that the terms are frequent in special texts and play the main
semantic role. The terminology system of English literary criticism is characterized by the
fact‖ that‖ it‖ contains‖ a‖ significant‖ proportion‖ of‖ terms‖ ‚in‖ which‖ both‖ sound‖ and‖ graphic‖
forms coincide, that is, have an identical material, like the words of the general literary
language‛‖*12+. Therefore, to understand such texts, in addition to knowing the basics of the
language, it is necessary to have a good knowledge of terminology. In our opinion, here it is
necessary to dwell on the definition of the term. The main features of a term as a name for a
special, scientific concept are determined by its linguistic, conceptual and logical aspects of
its normativity. Many researchers and scientists have made attempts to define the term. But
we believe that researchers gave the most complete and clear definition of this
phenomenon,‖ designating‖ scientific‖ and‖ technical‖ terms‖ as‖ ‚words‖ or‖ phrases‖ expressing‖
concepts of a certain branch of science and technology, reflecting the essence of phenomena
and objects of the objective world with maximum depth, accessible at this level of human
knowledge,‖ and‖ having‖ a‖ strictly‖ scientific‖ definition‛‖ *5+. Derived words in any language
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with a high derivational system make up the main array. It can be noted that this statement
fully applies to the English language. Word formation turned into an independent section
of the science of language and rightfully took an equal place along with such sections as
lexicology and grammar. It must be said word formation, precisely in its main functions, is
associated with the emergence and use of names. Word formation is the link in the
linguistic‖system‖that‖is‖‚responsible‛‖for‖the‖formation‖of‖designations‖for‖elements‖of‖the‖
external and internal human experience [2]. Researchers divides word derivatives into
linear and nonlinear [4, 16]. It refers to linear models: affix formations, compound words,
mixed formations (suffix-prefix and complex-derived words); abbreviations or abbreviated
formations [9]. In our research, we pay attention to word composition. We fully support the
opinion of researchers [6, 14] that complex and complex suffix words are defined as
‚secondary‖(derived)‖units‖of‖direct‖or‖indirect‖nomination,‖the‖direct‖components‖of‖which‖
are at least two non-affix morphemes as combinatorics, and a combination of these root
morphemes (a compound generating base) and a word-formation affix, which are modeled
as semantic structures serving a dismembered description of the designated object, process
or phenomenon, since they explicitly indicate the class of objects and its attribute
separately, but an indication of the nature of the relationship an onomasiological basis and
an onomasiological attribute may remain unexpressed (implicit); at the same time in the
composite and parasynthetic lexeme morphological indicators of syntactic relations are
eliminated, which distinguishes them from motivating judgments and syntactic
constructions, since in the syntactic whole the signs are grammatically designed in
accordance‖ with‖ the‖ morphological‖ rules‖ of‖ the‖ English‖ language‛‖ *3,‖ 10+. In the lexicosemantic system of the English language, word composition plays an important role, since
it is one of the powerful sources of development and replenishment of the vocabulary due
to the arsenal of functional and structural units available in its location. This method of
word formation has reached greater development in the modern era - the era of the rapid
growth of complex concepts in various areas of human communication, socio-economic and
political life. It should be noted that in the English language, the processes of compounding
correlate with the tendencies towards the acquisition of verbose names, nominalization, and
the wholeness of the name, as well as with the universal tendency of languages to save
linguistic material, which is what causes the so-called "composite explosion", which
manifests itself in various functional areas, in particular, in scientific and technical
speech. The material of the study of literary terms shows that more units are formed by
combining two full-valued bases. This is the most common type of compound word. The
meaning of these terms is derived from the meanings of their constituent nouns, it is
determined by our knowledge of the meaning of its parts and their semantic relationship,
which, in turn, is determined by our knowledge of the relationship between objects of
reality. The semantic structure of a complex word reflects the structure of logical-semantic
relations that can exist between objects (things) and which are indicated by the components
of a complex word [7]. It must be said that the relationship between these concepts
underlies the formation of the semantic structure of a complex word. Among the
literary terminology, in addition to the model mentioned above, we have identified the
following types of addition: Adj.+N=N - bluestocking pedant, learned woman [1]. Also,
among the professional vocabulary of English literary studies, the model N+PII=PII – end
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stopped complete semantic segment was recorded. Terminological units of literary studies
can also be formed according to the model Adv.+PII=Adj. - well-made professional. Such a
term as hard-boiled is tough, skeptical, formed according to the Adj model.+PII = Adj. Next
terminological unit log-rolling - praise a printing pattern is formed on the N+PI = N.
Literary term mock-heroic, formed by model N+Adj.=Adj. These types of addition are not as
productive as the N+N=N model, nevertheless, we recorded them in the analysis of the
professional vocabulary of English literary criticism. This type of word formation is the
most productive among the professional vocabulary of English literary criticism. One of the
interesting possibilities of word formation in the English language is the syntactic way of
word formation, that is, the substantiation of word combinations, where the previous
syntactic connections are clearly traced. "Imperative" composites are complex words that
are formed from verbs in the imperative mood [8]. These lexical units appeared as a result
of the lexicalization of the phrases that form around the verbs. As a result of the analysis of
the structural features of the units of individual terminological systems, in this case, the
terminology of literary criticism, models, as well as terms of English literary criticism in
English were identified and described. In the future, it seems promising to investigate and
describe structurally complex terms in other area of literary criticism on the basis of a larger
number of languages, which would make it possible to draw a general conclusion about the
features of compositology in different fields of science.
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Аннотачия. Статья посвящена анализу терминов в английском языке. Этот
анализ поможет в будущем более тошно преподавать термины на английском языке. Кроме
того, изушение терминов и их характеристик поможет понять их формирование.
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